District Development Commissioner Budgam reviews pace of developmental
projects in constituency Khan Sahibh.
BUDGAM, November 30: District Development Commissioner Budgam, Mir Altaf Ahmad in presence of
MLA Khan Sahibh Hakim Mohammad Yasin today took a comprehensive review of various
developmental projects being executed under various sectors in Khan Sahibh Constituency including
other State Sector/CSS Schemes at a high level meeting of officers of district administration and
engineers from various engineering wings here.
At the outset, the DDC informed that up to 4th November, 2016 out of the available funds 69 per cent
stands expended. An in depth review of PHE, PDD , R&B ,PMGSY , I&FC ,Health , Rural Development ,
Food & Supplies , SFC , Agriculture and Horticulture and other departments was taken.
The District Development Commissioner stressed upon the various departments particularly engineering
departments to redouble their efforts for achieving the physical as well as financial targets and to
formulate a contingency plan for works to be executed in double shifts and to ensure that people do not
face any inconvenience in the coming winters. The DDC also discussed issues pertaining to Board
Decision.
Speaking on the occasion, MLA Khan Sahibh, Hakim Mohammad Yasin, appreciated the role of district
administration, especially PDD, R&B, Health and Food & supplies department, who in spite of the
turmoil prevailing during the past five months ensured that common citizens do not face any
inconvenience and did their best in providing services to the citizens. He also appreciated the role of
police in restoring law and order and in exercising maximum restraint in spite of provocations.
The MLA urged for timely completion of various schemes especially under PHE that have already been
discussed in the board meetings. He urged the SFC authorities to ensure timely distribution of timber to
the needy so that no illegal felling of trees or smuggling of timber takes place. He urged the Rural
Development Authorities to ensure timely distribution of wages. The MLA urged the officers to conduct
various awareness programmes so that the public is able to avail benefit of various schemes.
The MLA urged the officers to work with renewed zeal and in unison so that the citizens don’t have to
face any inconvenience.
Among others, the meeting was attended by ADC Budgam, SE R&B, and Xens of various engineering
wings.

